Damage to, or dysfunction of, the nervous system often leads to sensory disorders that can include neuropathic pain. Clinically, neuropathic pains are heterogeneous in nature, but they share several common features such as spontaneous pain, hyperalgesia (increased sensitivity to noxious stimuli) and allodynia (painful responses to normally innocuous stimuli), suggestive of common mechanisms. Several animal models of neuropathic pain have been developed ([@b47]), though different models produce different combinations of behavioural signs of neuropathic pain ([@b27]).

A few studies have shown that peripheral nociceptors can become hyper-responsive after nerve injury ([@b36]; [@b1]; [@b41]; [@b2]; [@b37]). However, many of the symptoms of neuropathic pain are thought to result from abnormal processing within the central nervous system ([@b7]). It is generally assumed that this abnormal processing occurs within the spinal cord, as it is the site of the first synapse in nociceptive pathways, and considerable integration and modulation can occur there. Previous physiological studies have characterized the receptive properties of nociceptive spinal neurons in animals with neuropathic pain ([@b34]; [@b29]; [@b40]; [@b12]). Most of these previous studies did not identify specific neural circuits, but comparisons of quantitative responses to graded noxious stimuli showed that neurons from animals with neuropathic pain were no different to neurons from controls ([@b29]; [@b40]; [@b12]). Surprisingly, in the chronic constriction injury model of neuropathic pain, spinothalamic neurons in the deep dorsal horn were *less* responsive to noxious heat stimuli compared to controls ([@b34]). Clearly these data are inconsistent with the behavioural signs of neuropathic pain, where there is enhanced responsiveness to noxious stimuli.

One possible explanation for these findings is that most previous studies have focused on unidentified neurons in the deep dorsal horn of the spinal cord, which were probably a mixed population of excitatory and inhibitory interneurons, rather than projection neurons ([@b39]). Also, recent *in vitro* studies ([@b22], [@b23]) have proposed an important role in hyperalgesia for neurons in the superficial layer of the spinal cord (lamina I) that have axons that project to the midbrain. Thus the aim of the current study was to test the hypothesis that sensitization of lamina I neurons with axons that projected to the midbrain parabrachial nucleus could provide a mechanistic explanation for the behavioural signs of neuropathic pain that are observed *in vivo* after chronic constriction injury (CCI) of the rat sciatic nerve.

Methods
=======

Ethical approval
----------------

All experiments were approved by the Ethical Review Panel at Sheffield University, and were licensed under the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. Experiments were performed on 80 male Sprague--Dawley rats (225--390 g) that were divided into three groups: (1) an unoperated control group (*n*= 34); (2) animals with neuropathic pain following chronic constriction of a sciatic nerve (*n*= 33) and (3) sham-operated animals (*n*= 13).

Chronic constriction injury
---------------------------

Rats were anaesthetized with isoflurane (4% induction, 2% maintenance) and the left sciatic nerve surgically exposed. Four 4/0 chromic gut sutures were tied loosely around the nerve at 1 mm intervals, proximal to the sciatic trifurcation ([@b6]). The wound was closed in layers and the animals allowed to recover consciousness before being returned to their cages. Sham-operated animals were prepared similarly, except that the nerve was exposed but not constricted.

Behavioural testing
-------------------

Behavioural tests to determine baseline nociceptive sensitivity were performed 6, 3 and 1 days before surgery, and then 1, 4, 6, 8, 11 and 14 days post-operatively to detect signs of neuropathic pain. On each occasion the animals were placed in a clear plastic cage with a glass floor and allowed to acclimatise until all exploratory and grooming behaviour stopped (15--45 min.). A radiant heat source (IITC, Woodland Hills, CA, USA) was focused on the plantar surface of each hindpaw and the latency to paw withdrawal was measured ([@b20]). Five latency measurements for each paw were recorded during each testing session and the mean calculated. To prevent thermal injury to the skin the radiant heat stimulus automatically cut off if an animal did not withdraw its paw within 20 s. In order to prevent behavioural sensitization/desensitisation, successive stimuli were applied at 15 min intervals and the order in which the paws were stimulated was varied systematically. Fifty per cent withdrawal thresholds to mechanical stimulation were also determined; the animals were placed in a cage with a wire mesh floor and a series of progressively stiffer von Frey monofilaments were applied using the 'up--down' method of [@b11].

Animal preparation for single-unit recording
--------------------------------------------

Rats were anaesthetized with urethane (1.2 g kg^−1^) injected intra-peritoneally. Anaesthetic depth was maintained with additional doses of urethane (100 mg) given intravenously. Anaesthetic depth was sufficient that the animals were areflexic to pinching a forepaw. Cannulae were placed into the left carotid artery, right jugular vein and into the trachea. Blood pressure was monitored with a pressure transducer that was connected to the arterial cannula. Body temperature was maintained at 38.0 ± 0.5°C with an electric blanket that was controlled from a rectal thermistor. The long-acting local anaesthetic bupivacaine (0.3 ml of 0.5% solution) was injected subcutaneously at the sites of all incisions, and EMLA (eutectic mixture of local anaesthetics; AstraZeneca, Luton, UK) was applied topically to the ear canals.

The lumbar enlargement of the spinal cord was exposed by dorsal laminectomy and a pool formed from the surrounding skin that was filled with warm Ringer solution. A craniotomy was made to permit the insertion of stimulating electrodes into the right parabrachial nucleus. The animal\'s head was mounted in a stereotaxic headholder (incisor bar 3 mm below the zero position) and the animal suspended in vertebral clamps. D-Tubocurarine (150 μg) was injected intravenously to induce neuromuscular blockade and the animal ventilated to maintain end-tidal CO~2~ levels of 3.8--4.2%. During neuromuscular blockade, anaesthetic depth was considered sufficient if blood pressure and heart rate were stable during noxious stimulation.

Antidromic activation of spinoparabrachial neurons
--------------------------------------------------

An array of stimulating electrodes was placed stereotaxically into the right parabrachial nucleus (0.1 mm rostral -- 0.5 mm caudal to lambda, 1.5--2.0 mm from the midline, 6.0--7.0 mm below the cortical surface). The array consisted of three concentric bipolar electrodes (Rhodes SNE-100; David Kopf, Tujunga, CA, USA) that were evenly spaced at 1 mm intervals. The electrodes were staggered vertically so that the tip of the medial electrode was in the vicinity of the internal lateral subnucleus of the parabrachial complex, the middle electrode was near the external lateral subnucleus and the lateral electrode was near the Kölliker--Fuse nucleus. Anatomical tracing studies have shown that these nuclei/subnuclei are the principal targets within the parabrachial complex of ascending spinal inputs ([@b38]; [@b8]; [@b17]). Bipolar stimuli were applied between the inner and outer conductors of individual electrodes, or occasionally between the conductors of adjacent pairs of electrodes. Electrical stimuli were 1 or 2 ms in duration and were up to 1.5 mA in intensity. When the stimulating electrode array was well positioned, antidromic thresholds were of the order of 30--100 μA at 1 ms stimulus duration, but stronger stimuli were needed on the occasions that array position was not optimal.

Identification and classification of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Extracellular recordings of the activity of neurons in the superficial dorsal horn were made with tungsten microelectrodes (impedance 8--10 MΩ; FHC Co., Bowdoin, ME, USA) that were inserted into the left lumbar enlargement of the spinal cord. Neurons were selected for study as long as they had receptive fields on the ventral surface of the hindpaw. Lamina I was identified beneath a layer of fibres having regular ongoing activity (muscle spindles). At these sites brisk responses to squeezing the hindpaw with fine tipped forceps were evoked, although in this region of the rat spinal cord there is an absence of background activity typical of thermoreceptive (cooling-specific) neurons, in contrast to the cat ([@b15]). Single spinoparabrachial neurons were identified by their antidromic responses to electrical stimulation from the contralateral parabrachial nucleus with the implanted electrode array. The antidromic nature of the activation was confirmed if the neuron showed an all-or-none response at threshold, responded with invariant latency, followed one-for-one a 250 Hz train of six antidromic shocks and collision occurred between antidromic and orthodromic impulses ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). In 45 cases electrolytic lesions (+15 μA, 15 s) were made at recording sites and the animal perfused intravascularly with 4% paraformaldehyde. Recording sites and the tracks of the stimulating electrodes were identified in 50 μm transverse sections that were stained with thionin.

![Identification of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons *in vivo*\
*A*, pair of traces showing 1-for-1 following of a train of 6 antidromic electrical stimuli (45 μA, 2 ms, 250 Hz; dots) delivered from the middle stimulating electrode in the contralateral parabrachial nucleus. *B*, collision of the first antidromic impulse in a train of 3 (150 Hz, upper trace) when an orthodromic impulse (asterisk, lower trace) occurred within the critical interval. The arrow indicates the point at which the first antidromic response should have occurred. *C*, photomicrograph of a frozen section stained with thionin showing the tracks of the stimulating electrodes (asterisks) in the contralateral parabrachial nucleus. Bar is 0.4 mm. bc, brachium conjunctivum; KF, Kölliker--Fuse nucleus; LC, locus coeruleus; PBel, external lateral subnucleus of the parabrachial area; PBil, internal lateral nucleus of the parabrachial area; PBm, medial subnucleus of the parabrachial area. *D*, photomicrograph of the contralateral spinal dorsal horn at the level of the 3rd lumbar segment. An arrowhead marks the position of an electrolytic microlesion that was made at the recording site of the cell shown in *A* and *B*. Dorsal is up, lateral is left. Bar is 0.2 mm.](tjp0587-2005-f1){#fig01}

Each neuron isolated was classified using the following forms of cutaneous stimulation: cooling with a beaker of wet ice, innocuous brushing, squeezing with blunt forceps, radiant warming and noxious heating. Noxious stimuli were used sparingly, to avoid sensitization, and pinching with serrated forceps and intense heat stimuli were avoided altogether. Neurons were classified based on the scheme developed for lamina I projection neurons in the cat ([@b15]; [@b44]). Thus, neurons maximally responsive to innocuous cooling or warming, and insensitive to other stimulus modalities were classified as COOL or WARM thermoreceptive neurons, respectively; cells that responded to cold stimuli and that were also responsive to noxious mechanical and noxious heat stimuli were classified as polymodal-nociceptive or HPC cells (for **h**eat, **p**inch and **c**old); units that responded to noxious mechanical and/or noxious heat stimuli, but not to noxious cold stimulation were classified as nociceptive-specific (NS); finally neurons that responded to innocuous brushing stimuli as well as to noxious mechanical and/or thermal stimuli were classified as wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons.

Quantitative characterization of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Prior to quantitative characterization, the background discharge rate of each cell at room temperature was recorded for 1 min in the absence of stimulation. The extent of each neuron\'s receptive field was mapped after this period using either a beaker filled with wet ice (for cool- and cold-sensitive cells), or with a series of pinches applied manually with smooth-tipped fine forceps. Receptive fields were drawn onto standardized, calibrated cartoons, and receptive field area was measured digitally (Cell D, Olympus, UK). Quantitative thermal stimuli were applied with a custom-built thermoelectric (Peltier) element (10 × 10 mm) under feedback control. Standard cooling and heating protocols were used that were similar to prior studies on cats ([@b15]). The cooling stimulus sequence consisted of a descending staircase series of 3°C cooling steps of 20 s duration delivered from a baseline of 34°C to a final skin-thermode interface temperature of 4°C. Warming steps (10 s duration) of 36, 38 and 40°C were added to the end of the cooling sequence to test for inhibition of COOL cells or to aid in the characterization of WARM cells. The heating stimulus sequence consisted of a series of 'ramp and hold' steps (rise rate 9°C s^−1^) from a baseline of 34°C to final temperatures of 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52°C. The stimuli were 10 s in duration and the interstimulus interval was 1 min. Quantitative responses to graded mechanical stimuli ([@b3]) were not studied in these experiments. In 65 rats only a single neuron was studied per experiment. However in six controls, seven CCI and two sham-operated animals, two neurons were studied. As repeated noxious stimuli can produce sensitization, in the experiments where a second cell was studied, it was selected so that its receptive field never overlapped that of the previously characterized unit.

After unit characterization was completed, the conduction velocities of the afferents fibres supplying a neuron were determined by intracutaneous electrical stimulation. A pair of needle electrodes was inserted into the cutaneous receptive field, and graded electrical stimuli (1 ms stimulus duration, 0.25 Hz) applied. The latencies of different components of the afferent inputs were recorded from oscilloscope traces, and the conduction distance estimated with a suture thread. Animals were killed with an overdose of anaesthetic at the end of the experiment.

Data analysis
-------------

Electrophysiological data were displayed using conventional oscilloscopic and audio methods. Data were digitized with a computer interface (Power1401; CED, Cambridge, UK) for off-line analysis. Neural records were sampled at 25 kHz and stimulus records at 1 kHz. For quantitative analysis, the average discharge rate was calculated by dividing the total response, beginning at stimulus onset, by the stimulus duration. Background activity was not subtracted from evoked responses as there is evidence that it is of biological significance ([@b3]). Statistical analyses were performed with parametric tests or non-parametric tests, as appropriate (data not normally distributed or variance not homogeneous). Neuronal stimulus--response functions were compared between different experimental groups using 2-factor, repeated-measures ANOVA, and ANCOVA was used to investigate whether neural responses varied as a function of behavioural measures of neuropathic pain. All tests were performed with Statistica software (Statsoft; Tulsa, OK, USA), and *P* values \< 0.05 were considered significant.

Results
=======

Behaviour
---------

Rats with a CCI showed changes in posture typical of this model of neuropathic pain ([@b6]; [@b4]): the hindpaw was everted and the toes ventroflexed. During thermal behavioural testing the operated hindlimb was often withdrawn with an exaggerated flicking movement that was followed by repeated licking. This was never seen in sham-operated rats. The time course of the development of heat hyperalgesia is shown in [Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. As can be clearly seen, there was a highly significant reduction in paw withdrawal latency after the CCI (*P* \< 10^−5^; ANOVA). When compared to the contralateral paw, significant differences in latency were first evident 4 days post-surgery (*P* \< 0.02; 2-factor repeated measures ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s *post hoc* test) and they persisted to the last testing session (*P* \< 0.03). There was no significant change in withdrawal latency in sham-operated rats over time (*P* \> 0.9, ANOVA) or when compared to the contralateral paw (*P* \> 0.5, 2-factor repeated-measures ANOVA; [Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

![Time course of the development of the behavioural effects of the CCI\
*A*, mean (± 1 [s.e.m.]{.smallcaps}) paw withdrawal latencies to radiant heat stimulation of the ipsilateral and contralateral hindpaws in the CCI animals (*n*= 33). The CCI was performed on day 0 (indicated by the dashed line) Asterisks indicate significant differences (*P* \< 0.02; 2-factor repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s *post-hoc* test) between the ipsilateral and contralateral paws. *B*, mean (± 1 [s.e.m.]{.smallcaps}) paw withdrawal latencies to radiant heat stimulation of the ipsilateral and contralateral hindpaws in the sham-operated animals (*n*= 13). The sham operation was performed on day 0 (indicated by the dashed line).](tjp0587-2005-f2){#fig02}

In animals with a CCI, there was no significant difference in 50% paw withdrawal thresholds over time when compared to the contralateral paw (*P* \> 0.7, Kruskall--Wallis ANOVA; data not shown).

General properties of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons
--------------------------------------------------------

Terminal experiments were performed on CCI and sham-operated rats after behavioural testing was completed (14 days post-operatively), or when robust behavioural signs of neuropathic pain were evident (left/right paw withdrawal latency difference of ≥ 10 s). This latter approach maximised the chance of identifying potential neuronal mechanisms. On average, terminal experiments were performed on animals with a CCI 8 days after the completion of behavioural testing ([s.d.]{.smallcaps} 7.4); terminal experiments on sham-operated rats were performed within a similar period (mean 9 days post-testing completion, [s.d.]{.smallcaps} 9.1). Based on prior studies, behavioural signs of neuropathic pain persist for approximately 40 days after the CCI (reviewed in [@b43]). Thus despite the variability in the timing of the terminal electrophysiological experiment, it would be expected that all of the CCI animals would still show neuropathic pain behaviours.

Recordings were made from 95 lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in three groups of animals. Forty neurons were studied in control rats, 40 cells were studied in animals with a CCI and 15 neurons were recorded in sham-operated control rats. All of these neurons followed a 250 Hz train of six antidromic shocks with an invariant latency, and also showed collision of the first impulse in a train with a spontaneous or evoked impulse. The mean antidromic latency of all lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons was 15.8 ms ([s.d.]{.smallcaps} 19.7), giving an average central conduction velocity of 8.5 m s^−1^ ([s.d.]{.smallcaps} 5.0). This value is consistent with lightly myelinated (Aδ) axons, as reported previously ([@b9]; [@b25]), although five cells (3 control, 2 CCI) had central axons with conduction velocities less than 2.5 m s^−1^, indicating that they were unmyelinated. Occasionally long-latency (150--200 ms) evoked responses were observed that had substantial jitter (10--20 ms). These cells were typically encountered dorsal to lamina I and they did not follow high frequency stimulus trains; they were assumed to be orthodromically activated ([@b31]), and were not studied further.

Thirty of the 45 lesions that were made were recovered in histological sections (*n*= 14 control; *n*= 12 CCI, *n*= 4 sham). All of the lesions were located in lamina I, usually just medial to the dorsal root entry zone, such as the example shown in [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. The location of the lesions is consistent with retrograde tracing studies ([@b39]) that have shown that spinoparabrachial neurons are concentrated in lamina I.

Most neurons were antidromically activated from the medial (88%) and middle (82%) stimulating electrodes (corresponding to the internal lateral and external lateral subnuclei). Typically (60 of 95 units) neurons were activated from all three stimulating electrodes ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), but all combinations of effective stimulating sites were observed.

###### 

Quantitative electrophysiological and receptive field properties of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in control, CCI and sham-operated rats

              Central CV (m s^−1^)   Background firing (impulses s^−1^)   RF size (mm^2^)   Proportion of cells with effective antidromic sites          
  ----------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------ ----------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------ -------
  Control     8.5 ± 5.3              0.2 ± 0.3                            96.8 ± 85.3       7/40                                                  7/40   26/40
  (*n*= 40)   (0.6--19.1)            (0--1.4)                             (15.7--329.7)                                                                  
  CCI         8.1 ± 4.8              0.2 ± 0.7                            86.7 ± 96.7       9/40                                                  5/40   26/40
  (*n*= 40)   (1.4--25.0)            (0--4.1)                             (9.7--327.5)                                                                   
  Sham        9.6 ± 4.2              0.3 ± 0.6                            73.8 ± 75.4       3/15                                                  4/15   8/15
  (*n*= 15)   (4.7--18.2)            (0--1.6)                             (23.9--291.8)                                                                  

CV: conduction velocity; RF: receptive field. For central CV, background firing rate and RF size values are means ±[s.d.]{.smallcaps} with the data range in parentheses.

Based on their responses to cutaneous stimulation, all of the neurons studied could be classified into one of the categories listed in Methods; none had an undetectable receptive field (cf. [@b29]). In each group of rats, the majority of the cells were NS neurons that were only activated by noxious stimuli ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), although other cell types were also identified. There was no significant difference between the frequency of wide dynamic range neurons in the CCI group compared to the control group (*P* \> 0.5; χ^2^ test), nor was there any difference in the proportion of neurons that responded to noxious heat (*P* \> 0.3, χ^2^ test).

![Frequency distribution of different functional classes of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in control, CCI and sham-operated animals\
Each neuron isolated was classified using cutaneous stimuli of different modalities (see Methods). The bars show the frequency distribution of the 4 classes of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in the three groups of animals studied. There were no significant differences between groups (*P* \> 0.3, χ^2^ test).](tjp0587-2005-f3){#fig03}

There were no significant differences in the central conduction velocities (*P* \> 0.5, ANOVA), background activity (*P* \> 0.6, ANOVA) and receptive field size (*P* \> 0.6, ANOVA) or in the patterns of projection to the parabrachial nucleus (*P* \> 0.6, general linear model) between neurons from animals with a CCI when compared to unoperated and sham-operated controls ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

Lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons received inputs from peripheral nerve fibres with both A- and C-fibre conduction velocities, consistent with earlier studies ([@b9]). A-fibre inputs were in the range 7.4--16.7 m s^−1^, classifying them as Aδ fibres (5--25 m s^−1^). C-fibre inputs, i.e. those less than 2.5 m s^−1^, to lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons usually showed a bimodal distribution of conduction velocities: one peak of activity corresponded with fibres having a conduction velocity of 0.9 ± 0.4 m s^−1^ (mean ±[s.d.]{.smallcaps}) and the other having a conduction velocity of 0.5 ± 0.1 m s^−1^. There were no obvious qualitative or quantitative differences between neurons in controls and neurons in animals that had received a CCI.

Responses to graded cool and cold stimuli
-----------------------------------------

Four neurons were activated by innocuous cooling stimuli (*n*= 2 control; *n*= 1 CCI, *n*= 1 sham-operated) and not by other stimulus modalities; these were classified as COOL neurons. Three of these COOL cells were also inhibited by warming in the range 36--40°C. Cooling-specific lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons have not been reported previously in the rat ([@b9]), though they are common in lamina I spinoparabrachial and spinothalamic projections in the cat ([@b30]; [@b15]), and COOL-like responses have been described in lamina I spinothalamic projections from the rat cervical spinal cord ([@b48]). Examples of quantitative responses from two neurons are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, along with the stimulus--response curves of all four units. All of the neurons had thresholds of 31°C, and their stimulus--response curves reached saturation at 10--16°C, typical of cooling-specific lamina I spinothalamic neurons in the cat ([@b15]). The sample size was not large enough to distinguish statistical differences between neurons from different groups of animals.

![Stimulus encoding by lamina I spinoparabrachial COOL neurons\
*A*, peristimulus time histograms from two cooling-specific neurons showing their responses to graded intensity cooling stimuli. The upper pair of records was from an unoperated control animal and the lower pair was from an animal that had received a CCI. *B*, stimulus--response curves of all 4 cooling-specific neurons isolated in the current study.](tjp0587-2005-f4){#fig04}

Fourteen neurons were activated by cold stimuli (*n*= 6 control, *n*= 6 CCI, *n*= 2 sham-operated), and in addition were also responsive to noxious heat stimuli and noxious mechanical stimuli. These cells were classified as HPC (polymodal nociceptive) neurons. Representative examples of the cold-evoked activity of four HPC lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, along with the population stimulus--response curves. As can been seen by comparison with [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, the thresholds for activation of HPC neurons are colder than those of COOL neurons, HPC neurons do not show dynamic responses to individual cooling steps and HPC responses do not saturate like COOL cell activity does at the lowest temperatures. Also, HPC neurons were not inhibited by warming stimuli. The existence of HPC neurons in the rat spinoparabrachial pathway has been alluded to in prior experiments ([@b9]), but their presence could not be explicitly confirmed due to differences in stimulation methods. The use of graded cold stimuli in the present experiments has provided unambiguous confirmation of HPC cells in the rat lamina I spinoparabrachial pathway.

![Encoding of cool and cold temperatures by HPC lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons\
*A*, individual histogram responses from 4 HPC neurons (2 control, 2 CCI) to the standard cold stimulus sequence. *B*, mean (± 1 [s.d.]{.smallcaps}) stimulus--response curves to cold stimuli for HPC neurons in controls and CCI animals (*n*= 6 in each group). There was no significant difference between groups when the stimulus--response curves were compared (*P* \> 0.2, 2-factor ANOVA).](tjp0587-2005-f5){#fig05}

The responsiveness of HPC neurons did not differ between controls and rats with a CCI. The mean cold threshold of HPC neurons in animals with a CCI (18.0°C, range 7--25°C, [s.d.]{.smallcaps} 6.8) was not significantly different from that of controls (17.0°C, range 13--22°C, [s.d.]{.smallcaps} 3.1; *P* \> 0.5, Mann--Whitney *U*-test). Also the cold-evoked stimulus--response curves for HPC neurons in controls and CCI rats were not significantly different either (*P* \> 0.2, 2-factor repeated measures ANOVA).

Responses to graded heat stimuli
--------------------------------

CCI produced significant changes in the heat-encoding properties of nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons, when compared to both unoperated and sham-operated controls. Examples of the discharge of three neurons from controls and three neurons from animals with a CCI are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}; these peristimulus time histograms show the activity of the neuron that had a maximal firing rate in the 25th percentile of the group, the activity of the neuron that had a maximal firing rate that was the median of the group and the discharge of the neuron that had a maximal firing rate that was in the 75th percentile. The mean heat threshold of neurons in animals with a CCI (43.0°C, range 40--52°C, [s.d.]{.smallcaps} 2.8, *n*= 29) was significantly lower (*P* \< 10^−4^, ANOVA; [Fig. 7*A*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}) than the mean threshold of neurons in both unoperated (mean 46.7°C, range 42--52°C, [s.d.]{.smallcaps} 2.6, *n*= 30) and sham-operated controls (mean 47.8°C, range 44--50°C, 1.8°C, *n*= 14). Neuronal heat thresholds lower than 42°C were never seen in controls (cf. [@b9]). There was no significant difference between the thresholds of unoperated controls and sham-operated controls (*P* \> 0.2, ANOVA).

![Quantitative differences in neuronal heat encoding in animals with a CCI\
*A*, box plots of heat thresholds of nociceptive neurons in each of the control, CCI and sham-operated groups. The horizontal line within the box is the median value, the box boundaries are the 25th and 75th percentiles and the bars indicate the data range. Thresholds were significantly lower in animals with a CCI (*P* \< 10^−4^, ANOVA; asterisks) compared to both control and sham-operated rats. *B*, stimulus--response curves (mean ± 1 [s.d.]{.smallcaps}) of heat encoding by neurons in controls, CCI rats and sham-operated animals. Neurons in animals with a CCI were significantly more responsive to temperatures in the range 42--48°C (*P* \< 0.003; 2-factor ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s *post hoc* test; asterisks).](tjp0587-2005-f7){#fig07}

![Heat responsiveness of nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in control and neuropathic rats\
Peristimulus time histograms of the discharge of 6 different lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons (3 control, 3 CCI) in response to graded heat stimulation. For each group of neurons (control and CCI), the middle histogram is from the cell whose maximum firing rate was the median of all of the neurons in that group; the top histogram is from the neuron whose maximum response was the 25th percentile of the population, and the bottom histogram is from the 75th percentile neuron. As can be seen, thresholds were lower in neurons recorded in CCI rats and suprathreshold responsiveness and after-discharge were also greater in those cells.](tjp0587-2005-f6){#fig06}

As well as having lower heat thresholds, neurons in animals with a CCI were significantly more responsive to suprathreshold heat stimuli than neurons in controls ([Fig. 7*B*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}; *P* \< 0.02, 2-factor repeated-measures ANOVA). In the CCI, lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons were significantly more responsive than controls at temperatures of 42°C (*P* \< 0.002, Tukey\'s *post hoc* test), 44°C (*P* \< 0.0004, Tukey\'s *post hoc* test), 46°C (*P* \< 0.002, Tukey\'s *post hoc* test) and 48°C (*P* \< 0.003, Tukey\'s *post hoc* test), but not at temperatures of 50 or 52°C (*P* \> 0.09, Tukey\'s *post hoc* test). Stimulus--response curves of neurons from unoperated controls were not significantly different from those from sham-operated animals (*P* \> 0.9, 2-factor repeated-measures ANOVA).

Plotting the response of each neuron on a normalized scale (with the maximal discharge of each cell set at 100%) further illustrates the enhanced responsiveness of neurons from animals with a CCI ([Fig. 8](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}). As can be seen, compared to unoperated controls, the normalized firing rates of neurons in animals with a CCI were greater over the range 42--48°C. Independent statistical verification of the difference between the control and CCI groups was obtained (*P* \< 0.0002, general linear model) and *post hoc* tests confirmed that this effect was restricted to the temperature range 42--48°C (*P* \< 0.002).

![Normalized heat-evoked responses from nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons\
The individual stimulus--response functions of nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons have been plotted, normalized to the maximal discharge of each cell. Red lines are from neurons in animals with a CCI and black lines are from neurons in unoperated controls. Population means are shown with thick blue (CCI) and green (control) lines. The discharge of neurons in animals with a CCI was significantly greater than that of controls at temperatures of 42--48°C (*P* \< 0.002, general linear model).](tjp0587-2005-f8){#fig08}

Heat hyperalgesia and the activity of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The results from the present study provide the first quantitative evidence that changes in the heat sensitivity of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in the CCI *could potentially* underlie the heat hyperalgesia that is seen in this model of neuropathic pain. If the activity of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons is sufficient to account for the behavioural signs of neuropathic pain in the CCI model, then it would be predicted that the activity of these neurons would be greatly enhanced in animals that displayed pronounced heat hyperalgesia. Conversely, in animals that displayed little heat hyperalgesia, there would be comparably little sensitization of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons; or, in other words, the heat-evoked activity of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons should co-vary as a function of the magnitude of heat hyperalgesia. The magnitude of the heat hyperalgesia can be determined by calculating the difference between the withdrawal latency of the hindpaw on the operated side and the withdrawal latency of the contralateral hindpaw. The CCI model offers an advantage for this type of analysis, compared to other models of neuropathic pain, because there can be considerable inter-animal variability in the magnitude of the heat hyperalgesia ([@b6]). However, using ANCOVA in this type of study will probably only identify large effects, because nearly all of the data points are from separate experiments. Therefore there is an assumption that the cell (or cells) recorded in a single animal are representative of all of the lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in that region of the spinal cord in that animal. Clearly this is unlikely to be the case, but nonetheless, if the effect is large enough then the method is potentially sensitive enough to detect it.

The relationship between neuronal firing and behaviour is shown in [Fig. 9](#fig09){ref-type="fig"}. Here the response of nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons to a 42°C heat stimulus is plotted as a function of the difference in withdrawal latency of the right and left hind paws. As can be seen, there is a general trend that within the CCI group, as latency difference increases, so does the response to the 42°C heat stimulus. When comparing neuronal stimulus--response curves from animals with a CCI to sham-operated controls (behavioural data was not collected for unoperated controls), ANCOVA confirmed that neuronal responsiveness covaried significantly as a function of left--right paw withdrawal latency difference (*P* \< 0.03). Thus sensitization of heat evoked responses from nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons is *sufficient* to account for the heat hyperalgesia in the CCI model of neuropathic pain.

![Relationship between lamina I spinoparabrachial activity and behaviour\
The discharge evoked by a 10 s duration 42°C heat stimulus has been plotted against the difference in heat-evoked withdrawal latency between the ipsilateral and contralateral hindpaws. Paw withdrawal latency difference was a significant co-variant in the heat-evoked stimulus--response curves of animals with a CCI when compared to sham-operated controls (*P* \< 0.03, ANCOVA). As withdrawal latency differences for unoperated controls were not measured they have been assigned to zero for convenience.](tjp0587-2005-f9){#fig09}

Discussion
==========

The principal finding in the current study is that nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons become sensitized to heat in the CCI model of neuropathic pain; this sensitization is sufficient to account for the heat hyperalgesia that is observed in those animals. This is the first study to identify quantitative changes in a specific neural circuit that could account for behavioural alterations in neuropathic pain.

Technical considerations
------------------------

It was necessary to perform the present experiments on anaesthetized animals, as a sufficiently large number of neurons could only be obtained in this type of preparation. It would not have been possible to control for the effects of general anaesthesia by using decerebrate (unanaesthetized) animals, due to the requirement to antidromically identify spinoparabrachial neurons. Urethane produces long-lasting, stable anaesthesia for non-recovery experiments ([@b18]), and it has minimal effects on spinal reflexes ([@b32]). Although urethane does potentiate GABAergic and glycinergic currents in *Xenopus* oocytes, its effects on these inhibitory systems seems to be less marked than other commonly used general anaesthetics ([@b19]). Consistent with this, the discharge rates of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons were comparable to those of lamina I spinothalamic and spinoparabrachial neurons in barbiturate-anaesthetized cats ([@b30]; [@b15]) and lamina I neurons in unanaesthetized and decerebrate cats ([@b14]). It is notable that rat lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons are about twice as responsive under halothane/nitrous oxide anaesthesia ([@b9]) compared to urethane anaesthesia, but it is known that halothane sensitizes nociceptors ([@b10]). Halothane-induced sensitization of nociceptors might also account for some of the other differences noted between the present study and that of [@b9], for example, neuronal heat thresholds \< 42°C and an increased proportion of wide dynamic range neurons in their sample of cells.

In my hands there was no evidence that the CCI model produced mechanical allodynia/hyperalgesia, as there was no significant change in 50% paw withdrawal thresholds after the CCI. The original study of [@b6] did not find any changes in withdrawal thresholds to noxious pressure (Randall-Sellito), and others have noted that mechanical allodynia is difficult to demonstrate in the CCI model ([@b11]). However, some investigators have reported behavioural changes in the CCI model that were interpreted as mechanical allodynia (e.g. [@b4]; [@b27]). Different methods of measuring paw withdrawal thresholds to mechanical stimuli might account for differences in results, and even the material that the floor of the behavioural testing cage is made from seems to be important ([@b35]). As the results from the present study confirm an important role for lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in heat hyperalgesia, it seems likely that these neurons could also be involved in mechanical hyperalgesia and allodynia. One potential mechanism of mechanical allodynia could involve the recruitment of novel low-threshold inputs to nociceptive lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons, either by disinhibition or by potentiation of glutamatergic transmission ([@b45]). Thus, the observation that there was no significant change in the proportion of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons that were activated by inputs from low-threshold mechanoreceptors strongly suggests that the CCI model is not a robust model of mechanical allodynia. On the other hand, the spinal nerve ligation model ([@b26]) produces a rapidly developing and marked mechanical allodynia, and it remains to be determined whether the proportion of wide dynamic range lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons is increased in this model of neuropathic pain.

Comparison with previous studies of spinal neurons in neuropathic pain models
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous *in vivo* studies have characterized the quantitative response properties of spinal nociceptive neurons in the CCI model ([@b34]; [@b29]), the spinal nerve ligation model ([@b12]) and the partial sciatic tight ligation model ([@b40]). Although these studies mainly recorded the activity of unidentified, deep dorsal horn neurons, only [@b34] studied identified (spinothalamic) neurons. All of these studies reported qualitative differences between neurons in controls and neurons in animals with neuropathic pain, but none of them were able to demonstrate quantitative changes in neuronal responsiveness to graded noxious stimuli. Furthermore, spinothalamic neurons in the CCI were significantly less responsive to noxious heat compared to controls ([@b34]).

One possible explanation for the mismatch between the behavioural results and the electrophysiological results of the above studies is that the composition of neuronal types differed between the control and neuropathic groups. The paucity of projection neurons in the deep dorsal horn of the rat ([@b39]) suggests that most of the neurons characterized in studies of 'unidentified' deep dorsal horn neurons will have been a mixture of excitatory and inhibitory interneurons. As nerve injury is likely to produce different effects on different types of neurons, variability in the composition of the control and neuropathic groups of neurons could mask any true physiological changes that are present. Clearly this explanation cannot account for the results of [@b34], who studied identified neurons, but selectively destroying superficial dorsal horn neurons that express the neurokinin 1 receptor (which includes 80% of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons; [@b42]) abolishes behavioural signs of mechanical allodynia in the spinal nerve ligation model ([@b33]), suggesting a crucial role for lamina I neurons in neuropathic pain.

Not all previous physiological studies have reported a discrepancy between the electrophysiological and behavioural data: [@b13] described mechanical sensitization of deep dorsal horn spinothalamic neurons in the streptozotocin model of diabetic neuropathy, and [@b25] reported mechanical sensitization of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in the sciatic nerve constriction model of neuropathic pain. However, neither of these studies used quantitative stimuli ([@b2]; [@b3]) in the mechanical characterization of neurons.

Central *vs*. peripheral mechanisms in the sensitization of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There has been considerable debate over the relative importance of changes in the peripheral nervous system *versus* changes in the central nervous system in the pathophysiology of chronic pain (see [@b16]). Models of central sensitization ([@b45]) make several predictions regarding spontaneous activity, receptive field size and neuronal responsiveness that can be compared to the results of the present study. However, with *in vivo* studies it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions regarding whether changes seen in spinal neurons are simply the central reflection of peripheral changes, or whether they truly are intrinsic changes within the spinal cord ([@b5]). Comparisons of central neurons with peripheral nerve fibres can be useful, especially if changes seen centrally are not found peripherally, but there is little quantitative data on peripheral nerve fibres in models of neuropathic pain. The CCI causes spontaneous activity in up to 30% of the constricted fibres ([@b24]), but only about 5% of them retain their connections to sensory receptors in the skin ([@b46]). Most of the spontaneously active fibres are myelinated, though a few are unmyelinated ([@b24]). However, by the time that the terminal electrophysiological experiments were performed in the current study, virtually all of the spontaneously active myelinated fibres should have degenerated ([@b24]). The observation that there was no significant difference in spontaneous activity of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons in CCI animals compared to controls is consistent with this. Thus the peripheral fibres that survive the CCI and that innervate lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons do not seem to be the fibres that are spontaneously active (cf. [@b29]). In the current study receptive field sizes of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons were also similar to controls. Lamina I projection neurons show expanded receptive fields in inflammatory pain ([@b21]), but receptive field sizes of spinal neurons, including spinothalamic neurons, are similar to controls in the chronic constriction injury ([@b34]; [@b29]) and the partial sciatic nerve ligation ([@b40]) models.

CCI of the rat saphenous nerve caused increased heat sensitivity of unmyelinated nociceptors: in response to a standard heat stimulus (32 to 47°C in 15 s) approximately 30% more impulses were evoked in nociceptors from animals with a CCI compared to controls ([@b28]). In the CCI, lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons were 130% more responsive to a 10 s 48°C stimulus compared to controls. Thus the heat sensitization of lamina I spinoparabrachial neurons may be the central representation of peripheral sensitization, with the increased magnitude of sensitization simply being due to summation of inputs from many fibres. However, the data of [@b28] do not exclude the possibility of central sensitization in the CCI, because no data were reported on nociceptor heat thresholds. Nonetheless, based on the current experiments it seems that the CCI is predominantly a model of peripheral nociceptor sensitization.
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